
Apartment transactions dive amid lingering market anxiety
 

Confusion in Southerly Korea‘s real estate market has extended with typically the transaction

volume of Seoul apartments taking a dive while a buying drive by way of 30-somethings

concerned around further more price hikes continued to be sturdy last month, files showed

Mon. 

 

According in order to data released by the state-run Korea Appraisal Panel, some sort of total

of 6, 880 apartment units changed hands and fingers around Seoul last thirty days, down 57

% via 16, 002 in September. 

 

Apartment dealings reached a new fever toss in 2019 with the gross sales level increasing

from 1, 889 in January in order to fourteen, 117 in 12. 

 

Under the pandemic pressure, the particular figure tumbled to some, 328 in May,

nevertheless soon rebounded to eleven, 106 in June, using those aged involving 40 and 39

competitively purchasing residential houses. 

 

The 30-somethings accounted for thirty eight. nine % of the whole transactions last month,

the highest among diverse age groups. Those in their own forties, who got much time gamed

crucial functions with the buying side of the housing market, came in second, as they took up

35. 3 per cent. Throughout this coming year, those inside their 30s accounted for typically the

biggest proportion, outpacing different age groups. 

 

With growing residence prices triggering so called “panic buying, “ the particular number of

relatively cost-effective apartments in Seoul can be also diminishing fast, distinct data

showed. 

 

According to help an investigation published by way of the office connected with Associate. .k

Sang-hoon, the particular proportion regarding apartments cost on 1000 million earned or

maybe listed below in Summer endured in 29. four per-cent inside June, all the way down

some sort of monstrous 67. 3 or more per cent by May 2017. 

 

Rentals valued at 900 , 000, 000 won or perhaps over accounted for 39. 8 percent, up

twelve. 7 percent during often the same period. Those cost at one 5 billion dollars won or

higher marked 18. 2 percent, up three or more. 9 per cent. 

 

Having posted a report in the cover market recently, Rep. Playground Sang-hyeok pointed

out a house getting scheme, identified as gap purchase, was a person of the main

perpetrators of which drove up residence rates in recent many years. 



 

 

The house buying process permits a home customer to acquire a house with a relatively little

bit of their particular own cash by utilizing a lump sum involving two-year rent deposit offered

by a new tenant. 

 

Through posh districts like Gangnam, Seocho and even Yongsan, many 60 % to seventy



percent of condominiums traded in last 30 days were brought out through the distance

purchase process, according for you to the report. 

 

“The govt has to execute the plans to prevent the particular hole purchase scheme inside a

rigid manner for you to stabilize real estate prices, ” Park claimed.   ’s measures to help curb

apartment prices consist of tough loan criteria and property taxes for those who have multiple

homes. 
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